
 

Specific: Your mind might say: “I will 
eat better.”  
AND commit to what this looks like 
specifically: “Each day, I will have a 
breakfast that includes a carb, a fruit, 
and a protein.” 
 
Meaningful: Your mind might say: “I 
have to stop using ‘X’ because my 
doctor says so,”  
AND it will mean more if your actions 
are linked to values: “I value 
independence. Being independent 
means dealing with my thoughts and 
feelings without using ‘X’.” 
 
Adaptive: Your mind might say: “I just 
need to use ‘X’ to have energy to do 
things.”  
Ask yourself if that strategy really gives 
you energy in the long-term, AND if it 
doesn’t, find another strategy.  
 
Realistic: Your mind might say: “I want 
to run a marathon.”  
Set that as a great long-term goal, AND 
choose the realistic action today, which 
might be “Today, I am going to run 
around the block.” 
 
Time-Bound: Your mind might say: “I 
am going to take better care of myself.” 
AND commit to today’s action, which is 
a concrete step towards taking better 
care of yourself.  
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Who we are 

 

Coderix Medical Clinic is an 
addictions medicine clinic. We 
help people who are experiencing 
difficulties around opioid and 
other substance use. Our 
practice is informed by ACT, 
Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy. This type of therapy 
guides people to develop new 
skills for dealing with difficult 
thoughts and feelings so that they 
have less impact over their lives. 
Self-compassion is an important 
aspect of self-care and recovery. 

 

 

Contact Us: 

69 Queen St E Suite 101 
Toronto ON 
M5C 1R8 
Phone: 416-640-2384 
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Committed Action 
 
What is it?  
 
Committed Action is doing practical 
things that ‘line up’ with our most 
deeply felt personal values.  
 
Why is it important?  
 
It’s not just ‘keeping busy’, or 
‘staying distracted’. Committed 
Actions are meaningful, because 
they express what is most important 
to us as human beings. 
 
How do I find my action?  
 
Start with your values: what really 
matters to me? Then, ask: what 
action moves me towards that 
value?  
 
Where?  
 
Committed Action can happen 
anywhere in your life. Choosing to go 
for a walk, or to have a healthy meal, 
may express your value of self-care. 
Calling an old friend may express 
your value of connection.  
 
When?  
 
Now! Sometimes our mind thinks 
‘Someday when X is different, I will 
do Y’. That day may come. But right 
now, is the day to do things that 
matter, right now. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tip! Think Small! 
 

 

People often advise, “Think big, dream 
big, make big plans.” What if I told you 
that Committed Action is all about being 
in this exact moment, and acting small? 
This is its source of resilience and 
power.  
 
 
Let’s imagine that your goal in life is to 
give a million dollars to sick children. 
However, you only possess six dollars. 
 
 You then ask yourself, ‘what values 
underlie this goal?’ The values may be 
generosity and caring. 
 
 If so, you can then ask, ‘what 
committed actions can I take, which 
express generosity and caring?’  
 
You may decide to volunteer at a 
children’s hospital, or to make a special 
meal for the children in your life.  
 
 
PS. Ask anyone who has done ‘big 
things’, in their life. They will likely tell 
you that it’s all about doing lots of small 
things that add up over time.  
 

 
 

 
 

 

Committed Action is 
Your Own TV Show! 

 
Trying to think of what your 

committed actions should be? 
Imagine your life is a TV show. 

 
Season ONE is BEFORE you 

commit to ‘kindness and 
courage’ (insert your values).  

 
Season TWO is AFTER you 

commit to ‘kindness and 
courage’ (insert your values). 

 

 
The best part? YOU are the            

director of this show! 

 
 

Imagine what the viewer sees 
you doing in Season TWO. 

These are actions to commit 
to! 
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